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Abstract
Text is a major source of information and is considered as a mechanism of communicating emotions and ideas. The emotion and their
analysis from written text gained popularity over recent decades. It has been credited to the growth of information technology and the rapid
increase in availability of internet around the globe. In this work, the main idea is to identify the conflict in emotions that exist in the written
text. The use of conflict analysis is to identify the contradictory views of people about an object or a topic of discussion. Its existence in
text however complicates the process of analysis of emotions from text. This paper describes a mechanism in which the emotions in each
pair of sentence are considered as conflicting to each other. The emotional orientation of each pair of sentence is observed to identify the
truth-value of the proposed conflict hypothesis. The result of the analysis is summarized using the Conflict matrix. Conflict matrix is a
major product of this research that is used to identify the conflicting emotions in text and to measure their characteristics. The results of
the experiment were analyzed using the supervised learning techniques along with the Confusion matrix. In methodology and conclusion
sections of the paper, the results are discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction
Text is a one of the major source to communicate information about an object, place, event, person, or thing. It is available in the form of
blogs, social media networks, television as well as in the form of books, magazines, letters, newspapers. Text from online sources is widely
used to identify the emotions of people about a particular event, topic, services, product etc. and categorize the text as positively or negatively oriented. Emotion analysis from text is used for the purpose of prediction of future events, to analyze the feedback of people about
a product or service, to identify the groups of people with similar interests etc. The existence of contradiction within emotions in text makes
the process of analysis more complicated.
By philosopher, the conflict can be of six main types Man to Man, Man vs Self, Man vs Society, Man vs Nature, Man vs Technology, Man
vs Fate. In our previous work, we focused on analyzing emotions from text. In addition, we identified the dependencies that exist between
them in text. An interface was created for improving the interaction between man and machine using emotional and psycho-linguistic
characteristics of text. In this work, the main idea is to develop a mechanism for identifying conflict in emotion before the analysis of text.
The main reason for conflict in online text is the purpose of writing the text. Over past years, the online shops are hiring people or some of
their own workers for writing positive blogs and feedback about their products. It means that the overall conflict in the emotions of people
about a particular product exits because of the conflict of interest or conflict of purpose. Here the false information needs to identify. The
goal of coworker is to increase the sale and generate revenue by propagating misleading information. Whereas the purpose of clients from
reading a feedback is to obtain the real information about the products or services of shop.

2. Related work
The conflict analysis from text and its results were firstly published by Schrodt in mid of 1980s and then in the beginning of 90s [1-5]. In
1984, Weber subsumed the methods for symbolic data analysis under the label of computer-aided content analysis [6]. Initially the purpose
of conflict analysis was to made predictive model for conflict identification in symbolic data. Later in 90s, the aim of analysis shifted to
the purpose of conflict mediation [7, 8]. In 2000, the warning indicator models were created to prevent conflicts [9]. Over recent decades,
social media appears to be the biggest source of available text. The text from social media websites was used to study the structural and
dynamic interaction aspects of the multiple groups involved in conflicts [10]. In 2002 (Hammarstr and Heldt) studied the diffusion of
interstate military conflict using network analysis methods [11]. While during same year, (Takacs) analyzed the likelihood of intergroup
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conflicts [12]. Social media analysis was used to identify the division of power within the groups and to study their internal dynamics, the
nature of decision-making processes [13]. Similarly, the networks were used to identify the online activities related to the extremism and
terrorism [14-15]. The text from social media was analyzed to identify the influence of antigovernment networks in generating the conflicting behavior in society [16]. It was used to understand the international conflict and to proposed mechanism for solving them [17].
Recently the research on conflict analysis is used to identify the actors that violet the rules of communication in society and disperse hate
speeches, cyber mobbing, and extremism [18]. .Example of such attempts studied by (Leschke and Schwemmer) in online newspaper
articles for promoting discrimination against African Americans in the media [19]. The identification of logical relationships and dependencies between emotions in written text provides an efficient mechanism to analyze text and identify its overall polarity [20-24].

3. Methodology
This research work proposed a model to identify the conflict in emotions and to identify the intensity of conflicting emotions in the written
text. The model was tested and implemented on a text from online blog. The experiment consists of several steps.
1) It begins with the selection of a text for analysis. For this research, a text from online blog was used. The title of the blog was online
shopping and its future.
2) In the next phase, the features or characteristics of online shopping were identified in each sentence of the text along with the
emotions expressed about them. In case a sentence was inherited from another sentence, it also inherits the features of the root
sentence.
3) The sentences expressing the relevant features of online shopping were identified for analysis whereas the irrelevant sentences were
filtered out. The filtration of irrelevant sentences improves the performance and accuracy of the algorithm.
4) Now the Hypothesis (H) was applied on each pair of sentence of text (T). Hypothesis is that the emotions in each pair of sentences
are contradictory to each other.
5) For identification of the contradiction, the elements of sentence such as emotions and their antonyms were identified using English
Word net (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/). The prefixes such as anti, un, non before emotions are identified in each pair of sentence.
6) Similarly, the numerical values such as number, time, date of an event are also analyzed in pair of sentences. The results of the
analysis was then recorded in the proposed Conflict matrix.
7) The results from Conflict matrix were analyzed using the supervised leaning technique along with the confusion matrix. In confusion
matrix, the accuracy, recall and precision of the results were observed to identify the performance of the proposed algorithm for
identification of conflict in pair of sentences.

4. Experiment
In this paper, a blog of text was used for experiment. The blog contained the feedback of people about the products and the services
provided by them. It was observed that the online shopping gained popularity over recent decade because of its availability and low cost.
However, the increase in the number of online shops increase the reliability of doing shopping online. Each online shops has its own
mechanism to sell product, getting payment and to deliver product. There are many fake sites for online shopping available on internet.
Making payments using bankcards can get very dangerous in some cases. Because of these reasons, people have different experience of
doing shopping online. Their opinion about online shopping can be very conflicting. It was observed in the blog that the main features
under discussion about online shopping were the cost of products, their quality, delivery time of products, communication with their clients
and other services they provided. During the research, a big contrast between the emotions showed by people about the online shopping
was observed. It may be because of indifferent behavior (discrimination) of the shop towards its customers. To understand this, the products
and their delivery location was also observed. If both are same or near to each other. Then its mean that someone is giving wrong or
misleading opinion. A part of the blog of text is presented in the figure 1 below.

Fig. 1: Blog of Text about Online Shopping and Its Future.

The text was extracted from an online blog and was used by the program for identifying the conflicting emotions in it. The words with red
color represents the negative emotions whereas the words with green color represent positive emotions presented in the text.
For analysis of the blog, the text was divided into separate sentences. The features, characteristics of shopping in each sentence and the
emotions about them were identified separately. The identified features and their conflicting values were stored in the Conflict matrix. In
case of online shopping, the identified features were services, communication, price, delivery period and the quality of product. The sentences that were not relevant to those features filtered out from the text to reduce the size of text and to improve the performance of the
program.
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During next phase, the sentences were grouped in pairs and the hypothesis was made that there is a conflict between the two sentences in
each pair. To identify the truth-value of the hypothesis, the Conflict matrix was proposed. In the Conflict matrix, each row represents the
result of hypothesis about each feature of the online shopping. For representing the structure of the Conflict matrix and its components, six
sentences and the relationship between them is presented in the article. The details of the Conflict matrix along with its characteristics are
discussed below in table 1.
Table 1: Conflict Matrix Representing the Truth-Value of Hypothesis H on Each Pair of Sentences
Conflict Matrix
Topic
Hypothesis H
Sentences
1&2
2&3
3&4
4&5
5&6
1&3
2&4
1&4
5&1
2&5
3&5
2&6
3&6
4&6
1&6
FALSE
TRUE

Online shopping and its future
Feature / Component / Characteristics
Quality
Delivery
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
6
7

Price

Services
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
6

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
8
4

Communication
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
7

The table 1 above represents the Conflict Matrix of six sentences randomly chosen from text. Conflict Matrix is a product of this research.
The two-paired sentences were compared in each row to identify the conflicting emotions in the components of online shopping.
For identifying the emotions from text, the dictionary-based mechanism was used in which there is already a collection of existing emotions
as proposed by English Wordnet (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/) .The five components of topic were quality of products, delivery time,
price of product, service quality and the communication with the clients. In case the Hypothesis is true and there exists a conflict in emotions
about a particular feature of the online shopping in a pair of sentences, the conflict value be set ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’. The value ‘1’ represents
the truthfulness of the hypothesis whereas ‘0’value represent the hypothesis was false. The null value represent by symbol ‘-’ elaborate the
non-existence of emotions about a component of online shopping. The complete results of the blog of text used in experiment consists of
300 sentences. The results of hypothesis from conflict matrix explained below in table 2.
Table 2: Results of Conflict Hypothesis Analysis
Results of Hypothesis
Component
Quality
Delivery
Price
Services
Communication

TRUE
7
7
5
13
17

FALSE
24
17
20
21
5

Total
31
24
25
34
22

% TRUE
22.58
29.17
20.00
38.24
77.27

% FALSE
77.42
70.83
80.00
61.76
22.73

% Conflict Hypothesis

From the table 2, truth-value of the hypothesis that there is a conflict of emotions in each pair of sentences is observable. The hypothesis
about the components of online shopping such as quality of product is 77.42 % false and 22.58 % true. It means that around 77.42 %
opinion about the quality of product in online shopping is same with an exception of 22.58%. Similarly for delivery period of product, 70,
83% false and 29.17 % true, for price 80.00% false and 20.00% true, other services 61.76% false and 38.24 % true. For communication
with client, there is a high conflict in opinion. Around 77.27 % opinion represents conflict and 22.73 without conflict. The results of conflict
matrix are further elaborated in the graph 1 below.

80.00
72.00
64.00
56.00
48.00
40.00
32.00
24.00
16.00
8.00
0.00

Conflict Matrix

Components
% TRUE % FALSE
Graph 1: Truth-Value of Each Component of Online Shopping in Conflict Matrix.

From the graph 1, it can be observed that the hypothesis has high truth-value when it is about communication between the client and the
sellers of the products in online shopping. It means that the conflict in opinion is very high. Whereas in case of price, the conflict is
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Predicted
Values

minimum. It means most of the people think the similar way about the prices of the product. Similarly, the value of conflict is low about
other components of online shopping. It also explains that the hypothesis about conflict has low truth-value in the whole text.
To analyze the results of the Conflict matrix, the standard confusion matrix was used. Confusion matrix also known as error matrix indicates
the classification performance of an algorithm. It uses statistical measures such as accuracy, precision, recall and F-measures to identify
the performance of classification algorithm. A typical confusion matrix presented in table 3 below.

Positive
Negative

Table 3: Confusion Matrix and Its Components
Actual Values
Positive
TP (True Positive)
FN (False Negative)

Negative
FP (False Positive)
TN (True Negative)

Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

The TP (True Positive) and TN (True Negative) elaborates that the Truth-values identified by conflict matrix are actual whereas the FN
(False Negative) and FP (False Positive) elaborates the errors or misclassification made by conflict matrix during identification of conflict.
The confusion matrix is a supervised learning technique where the values of matrix are observed to identify the classification performance
of a program or algorithm. The confusion matrices for components of the online shopping are detailed below in table 4.
Table 4: Confusion Matrix of All Components of Online Shopping
Quality Hypothesis
Actual Values
Positive
Positive
6
Negative
1
Delivery Hypothesis
Actual Values
Positive
Positive
5
Negative
2
Price Hypothesis
Actual Values
Positive
Positive
4
Negative
1
Service Hypothesis
Actual Values
Positive
Positive
10
Negative
3 15
Communication
Actual Values
Hypothesis
Positive
Positive
14
Negative
3

Negative
3
20
Negative
4
13
Negative
3
17
Negative
6

Negative
5
5

The results of confusion matrix were used to identify the truth-values of the proposed Conflict matrix. The statistical measures such as
precision, accuracy, F-measures, recall were used to calculate the performance of the algorithm. These performance measures are detailed
below in table 5.
Features/ Characteristics
Quality
Delivery
Price
Services
Communication

Table 5: Performance Analysis of Proposed Methodology
Accuracy
Recall
Precision
86.67%
85.71%
66.67%
75.00%
71.43%
55.56%
84.00%
80.00%
57.14%
73.53%
76.92%
62.50%
70.37%
82.35%
73.68%

F-Measures
75.00%
62.50%
66.67%
68.97%
77.78%

The statistical measure accuracy was used to identify the classification rate of the algorithm. The measure recall is the ratio of the total
number of correctly classified positive divide to the total number of positive examples. If the recall has high values then it means that the
classes were corrected classified. The value of precision was calculated by dividing the total number of correctly classified positive examples with the total number of predicted positive examples. The high precision elaborates that the positive labelled examples were classified
correctly. F-measures uses harmonic means for extreme values. It represents the value of recall and precision. It is equal or near to smallest
value of one of them.
From the analysis of confusion matrix, the high accuracy of the results of the proposed algorithm is observable. It elaborates the performance and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm to identify the conflict in text using the Conflict matrix.

5. Conclusions
It was observed that the identification of conflict in emotions plays an important role in identifying the overall polarity of the text document.
It facilitates the process of the identification of differentiating opinion about the same topic in the text. The false information about a
particular subject in text was judged using the conflict in numbers, digits, time or place of an event. The similar emotions elaborates the
truthfulness of information about a subject. It was used for inference of reliable information from text. In future, it will be used to predict
the conflict about a particular event or topic in text. Similarly, the identification of conflict in emotions will be used to identify the reason
for conflicts and to avoid them in future.
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